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Typinator 6.5 handles smart substitutions even smarter
Published on 03/19/15
Ergonis Software today announced the release of Typinator 6.5, a new version of their
popular text expander. The new version adds a helpful new feature that lets you define the
way how the system-wide "smart substitutions" settings for quotes, dashes, etc. are
handled within Typinator. French speaking Typinator users will love to hear that Typinator
now also accepts French quoting style (with double angle quotation marks and non-breaking
spaces) in the marker for nested abbreviations.
Perg, Austria - Ergonis Software today announced the release of Typinator 6.5, a new
version of their popular text expander. The new version adds a helpful new feature that
lets you define the way how the system-wide "smart substitutions" settings for quotes,
dashes, etc. are handled within Typinator.
Mac OS X offers a feature called "smart substitutions" that allows some applications, such
as Mail, Safari, TextEdit, Messages, and more to automatically insert smart quotes, smart
links, and smart dashes as you type.
Until now, text entry in Typinator's expansion field applied the system-wide default
settings for smart substitutions, as specified in System Preferences. When smart quotes
were enabled in System Preferences, typing a regular quote character (") created smart
quotes (such as "" in English). This led to problems when an expansion with smart quotes
was used in contexts where only straight quotes were allowed, such as in programming and
in HTML text. Starting with Typinator 6.5, these smart substitutions are turned off by
default in the expansion field. You can enable them by right-clicking or ctrl-clicking in
the expansion field and selecting the desired options in the "Substitutions" submenu.
Typinator remembers your selection permanently, separately for plain text, formatted text,
and HTML expansions.
French speaking Typinator users will love to hear that Typinator now also accepts French
quoting style (with double angle quotation marks and non-breaking spaces) in the marker
for nested abbreviations.
Typinator 6.5 also works around a crash when expanding text in Yosemite's sharing window
with the "quick expansion" option enabled. It further improves compatibility with OS X
Yosemite and third-party applications. Visit Ergonis Software's website to view the full
list of changes and to download a trial copy.
Typinator is a powerful, yet elegantly simple solution that boosts your productivity by
automating the process of inserting frequently used text and auto-correcting typing
errors. Across all applications, it detects specific sequences of typed characters and
automatically replaces them with text snippets, graphics, URLs, dates and special
characters.
System Requirements:
Typinator 6.5 requires Mac OS X 10.6 or newer and is fully compatible with OS X Yosemite
(10.10). The usage of regular expressions requires Mac OS X 10.7 or newer.
Availability and Ordering:
Typinator can be purchased securely on the Ergonis Software website. The upgrade to
Typinator 6.5 is free for anyone who owns a valid license for Typinator 6. Upgrade paths
are available for owners of older licenses. For information about purchases, including
enterprise licenses, volume discounts, and upgrade pricing offers, see the company's web
site.
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Ergonis Software:
http://www.ergonis.com/
Typinator 6.5:
http://www.ergonis.com/products/typinator
Download Typinator:
http://www.ergonis.com/downloads/typinator-install.dmg
Purchase Typinator:
https://store.ergonis.com/products/typinator
Screenshot:
http://www.ergonis.com/images/products/typi/external/typinator-screen.png
Application Icon:
http://www.ergonis.com/images/products/typi/external/typinator-icon.png

Headquartered in Perg, Austria, Ergonis Software Gmbh is a privately held software
development company founded in 2002. With a focus on innovation, Ergonis develops
ergonomic and intuitive software that boosts the productivity of Mac and PC users alike.
Copyright 2002-2015 Ergonis Software Gmbh. All Rights Reserved. Ergonis products are
either registered trademarks or trademarks of Ergonis Software GmbH. Other company and
product names may be trademarks of their respective owners.
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